
ACA Large Employer Compliance Test 
With isolved, you can easily determine your ACA 
applicable large employer status and whether the 
employer shared responsibility rules (e.g., play or 
pay penalty) apply.  You can even calculate the full-
time employee count for multiple FEINs within a 
controlled group.

ACA Full Time Look-Back Report
You can manage the full-time status of your 
workforce in accordance with the ACA’s standard 
of 30 hours per week or 130 hours per month. An 
employee’s full-time (FT) status impacts the ACA 
rules on waiting periods, eligibility for minimum 
essential coverage and assessable payments (i.e., 
play or pay penalty).

Chances are that whatever methods, programs or software you have, the Affordable Care Act (ACA) 
requirements will challenge you to maintain all the data necessary for compliance. Can you easily confirm 
benefits eligibility, manage the 90-day waiting period, how many hours worked, run data and create reports? 
Do you have a plan to file the ACA annual forms to the IRS? 

With isolved, you can share data between departments with increased accuracy and efficiency, saving you 
time and money while making sure you are in compliance.

The ongoing employee measurement period is the 
employer’s standard measurement period.  Annually, 
you will use a specific measurement period to look at all 
FT, part-time (PT) and variable hour new hires that have 
completed one unique measurement period.  Used during 
the administrative period, this determines eligibility for 
benefits going into the next stability period.  

You can also monitor new hire variable hour employees 
during and at the end of their unique measurement period 
to determine whether or not they are now FT or PT.
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ACA Affordable Coverage Determination Report
You can run this report to determine whether minimum 
essential coverage is affordable for each FT employee 
based on the currently prescribed safe harbor methods.  
You can also  enter an employee contribution based 
upon new plan year expectations and isolved will use 
the prior year’s W-2 and provide a projected calculation.  
Failure to provide affordable coverage could result in an 
assessable payment (i.e., play or pay penalty).

You can be ready -isolved will produce 1094 and 1095 B and C forms, making
your ACA compliance easy.

Correct workforce information is vital to be in 
compliance. Just one unintentional discrepancy can 
mean expensive fines, audits and other disruptions to 
your business. Just as all businesses are not the same, 
neither are the solutions.

When you review systems and methods to confirm 
your ACA compliance, remember these items:

1. Will you be able to obtain the reports you 
 need, when you need them?
2. Can you monitor variable hour employee 
 hours with a correct initial measurement 
period?
3. Can you get real time data for an audit?
4. Can you easily obtain data to determine 
additional costs you are experiencing?
5. Does it accommodate for the break in service 
rules outlined in the law?
6. Will it keep track of those who have waived 
coverage and why? Those that are on 
Medicaid? Does it have a way to track anyone   
who might be eligible for a subsidy?
7. Can you track dependent coverage and other 
elections?

All systems are not created equal.  It’s time to see the 
technology that was created to meet ACA requirements 

and compliance now and as changes occur.

manage W-2 reporting

manage Medicare tax

manage applicable large employer status each year

manage multiple FEINs within a controlled group to 
determine status

manage employee count to alert employers who 
employ 50 or more full-time equivalents (FTE) 
during the preceding calendar year

manage FT count to limit exposure to penalty

manage hours of service for FT status

variable hours employees (part-time, temporary, 
seasonal) can be tracked on
a payroll basis during the look-back period

manage affordability for eligible plans (non-HIPAA 
excepted benefits) based upon the lowest cost 
option/single contribution and one of the safe 
harbor options (regardless of whether the 
employee is enrolled in that plan or not)

manage COBRA eligible plans
for W-2 reporting purposes

manage employer/employee tax modifications 
due to the ACA

offer ACA mailings such as SBC,
Exchange, etc.

automate Forms 1094 and 1095 B &C

variable hours employees (part-time, tempo-
rary, seasonal) can be tracked on a daily basis 
and employer alerted when close to 120 
hour/month threshold

manage (as often as an employer needs) hours 
of service within a look-back period

manage regulatory caps on FSA

amend plan documents

manage ACA employee classifications 

manage data needed to respond to or appeal 
an IRS invoice regarding a subsidy

manage benefits eligibility date and enrollment 
deadline (90th day) for employee classes 
eligible for benefits that are non-HIPAA 
excepted benefits

manage open enrollment once employee 
attains FT status

send alert to employee to begin
enrollment process

consider FT eligible for stability period regard-
less of hours of service during this time

manage affordability for eligible plans (non-HI-
PAA excepted benefits) based upon the lowest 
cost option/single contribution and one of the 
safe harbor options (regardless of whether the 
employee is enrolled in that plan or not)

manage affordability as a planning tool for 
renewal and for new hires

capture all contribution data for W-2 reportable 
coverage including EAPs, Wellness and HRAs 
that may not have an active contribution but do 
for COBRA and that could allow them to be 
included on the W-2

OTC prohibition

HRA SBC creation for HRA clients

PCOR Fee support for HRAs

Payroll

Compliance

Time & Attendance

FSA

Human Resources

Benefits Admin
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